Look To Litton

If It’s A Great Career You’re Looking For, Litton Data Systems Is The Place To Be.

We are a worldwide leader in defense-related high technology systems and services. As we look towards the future of military electronics, we see ourselves in a constant growth pattern with many new and innovative projects on the horizon.

If you want to make the most of your talent and training consider the following positions:

**COMPONENT ENGINEERS (IC’s and Passives)**

Will provide assistance to Design Department for application of microelectronic and passive devices. This includes preparing component specifications, negotiating with vendors and assisting Purchasing. BSEE with 10 years’ experience in application and specification preparation required. Knowledge of MIL-STD-883 and MIL-M-38510 is necessary.

**ENGINEERING TECHNICAL WRITERS**

Will be generating logic diagrams and theory from wire lists and preparing classified technical material for manuals, handbooks and reports that are critical to our customers. Must have experience in military systems and Mil-Spec technical writing.

**SPARES/O&R PROJECT COORDINATORS**

Responsibilities include reviewing and analyzing proposals, contracts, sales forecasts, expenditures, manpower requirements, schedules and change of scope activity to cost. Will work with Contracts, Program Management, Engineering and Operations to plan Spares/O&R activities and ensure program compliance. Requires a bachelors degree in a related area plus 5-10 years of industry experience.

**SYSTEMS TEST & INTEGRATION ENGINEERS**

Will work with systems ranging from large tactical air defense systems to microprocessor-based intelligent terminal networks. Will perform verifications tests and formal sell-off to customer. A BSEE or equivalent, plus extensive experience in military systems required.

**SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS**

Projects include designing and developing total software packages for military C systems. Requirements include 5 to 15 years of software experience, as well as familiarity with Unix™ and C language. Documentation and writing skills are a must. Defense related and/or supervisory experience is helpful.

**SOFTWARE QUALITY AUDIT**

Working in our Software Support Department, you will be responsible for compliance and standards of our software and documentation. Must have a background in software development and be familiar with MIL-STD-1679, 483 and MIL-S-52779. Previous software quality assurance experience is desired.

For the positions listed above, please send your resume to:

LITTON DATA SYSTEMS, Jim Robertson, Staffing & Placement, 8000 Woodley Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91409.

**DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEERS**

Requires experience in definition and design of military communications hardware. Must have specific experience in design of high speed digital circuits in micro-computers and their interfaces and have working knowledge of memory management and I/O design.

**SOFTWARE ENGINEERS**

Will design systems software and data base layout for rapid data manipulation and access in a display oriented system. Must have experience in translating functional requirements into software performance specifications for USN combat communication and simulation systems. Experience with CMS-2 language and UYK computers is required.

**MECHANICAL PACKAGING ENGINEERS**

Must be experienced in the design of mechanical packaging of electronic equipment racks, transportable shelter systems and black boxes to Mil-Specs and Standards. Must also be familiar with thermal and structural requirements and qualification testing.

For the positions listed above, please send your resume to:

LITTON DATA SYSTEMS, New Orleans Engineering Center, Robert Taylor, Manager, Industrial Relations, 4200 Michoud Blvd., New Orleans, LA 70189.

Isn’t it time that you work for a company that will reward you for your talent and training? We’ll provide you with an excellent salary and benefits package which includes company-paid medical, dental and life insurance, continuing education and a recreational program. Interested individuals are encouraged to forward their resume to one of the addresses listed above.